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-Responsible for research into Afghan National Police training curricula and programs of
instruction, as it relates to the training of Marine Corps embedded and enabling partner
mentor teams (PMTs) who will advise the Afghan National Police.
-Provide relevant, up-to-date information for the continual development of the ATG PMT POI;
the source document for training deploying security assistance advisor teams.
-Review and modify, as necessary, advisor team curriculum, when directed.
-Serve as subject matter expert on all military police and related matters.
-Assist the ATG Operations, Plans, and Academics Officers in developing training support
materials.
-Execute collateral duties with regard to Anti-Terrorism and Force Protection, current
events, and other directed action items.
-Provide lessons learned from in-country resources in order to enhance current ATG POIs.
-Maintain qualifications in order to serve as an OIC or RSO Officer.

-Developed an all-encompassing brief on the history, structure and training of all
components of the Afghan National Police.
-Established and maintained rapport with overseas points of contact in the ISAF, NMTA and
its subordinate units, as well as with HQMC and US Army points of contact.
-Researched matters pertaining to "trafficking in persons" (TIP), and provided required PME
to over 90 Marines and civilian personnel on the topic.
-Facilitated anticipated attendance of ATG instructors at US Army PMT instructor course.
-Arranged for the procurement of HQMC documents and pubs related to Police Advising.
-Facilitated access to several previously restricted sites related to ANP development.
-Continually provided relevant, up-to-date information on the training of and lessons
learned from all components of the ANP, as well as CONUS and OCONUS AT/FP matters.
-Pursued qualifications in order to serve as an OIC or RSO Officer.
-Executed other duties as tasked by the Director and Deputy Director.
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Major Scarselli is an energetic, up-beat Marine Officer who is always eager to get
involved with ATG's mission and contribute to the unit's success.  Dedicated significant
effort in researching the background and overall capabilities of the Afghan National
Police in support of ATG's mission of conducting Block-IV pre-deployment training and
assessment of partner-mentor teams (PMTs) deploying to Afghanistan to advise, train, and
assist the Afghan National Security Forces.  Assisted in mapping NAVMC 3500.10, Military
Police Training & Readiness Manual, in order to identify and model tasks, conditions,
and standards for Afghan National Police PMTs.  Highly effective in conducting liaison
and direct coordination with higher and adjacent organizations, to include Joint and
theater headquarters in support of mission requirements.  Promote and groom for command.
Directed comment:  CFT: B/255 091124.
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Major Scarselli is a highly energetic LtCol select.  Strong performer in his mission to
research Afghan Police Forces and relay that info to ATG Staff for consideration in the
training POI adjustments and training scenario builds.  As RO noted, has a solid ability
to coordinate across unit boundaries to accurately obtain critical info ATG requires in
a timely manner.  Multi-task capable and highly knowledgeable in the Military Police
Field.  A must for retention and promotion.  Get to a position of increased
responsibility as soon as possible.
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